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General Info
*Request Owner: Laura Draeby Carstens

Request Source: External (Submitted 08/30/2016)

Proposal Type: Microsoft YouthSpark Grant

Invitation code (where applicable): t-laurac (NNHB8G7X8D)

Eligibility

*Electronic Eligibility Signature: I have reviewed the eligibility statements and confirm that all apply to my organization.•

Compliance - US Government Regulations

*Is your organization the target of, or
designated under, any sanctions program

that is established by any department or
agency of any other government, bilateral

or multilateral organization, NGO, or
court?:

No

*Is your organization the target of, or
designated under, any sanctions program

that is established by statute or
regulation of the United States?:

No

*Has your organization knowingly or
inadvertently supported organizations or

individuals who are the target of, or
designated under, any sanctions program

described in question 1 or 2 (above)?:

No

*Has your organization knowingly or
inadvertently supported organizations or

individuals that support terrorism?:

No

Required Electronic Signatures

*Do you give Microsoft permission to use
all information provided about your

organization and your organization's
directors, officers, and employees, and

any other information, for the purpose of
determining whether any identified party

appears on a "watch list"?:

I Agree•

*Do you understand that all decisions
with respect to grants under Microsoft's

programs are within the sole discretion of
Microsoft, and that Microsoft may, in its

sole discretion, take any action or no
action on any grant application?:

I Understand•

*Do you waive all claims against
Microsoft in connection with any action,
or any failure to act, in connection with

this grant application?:

I Agree•

Organization Information

Official Address

*Organization Name: Coding Pirates Denmark

*Organization Payee Name: Coding Pirates Denmark

*Address line 1: Hækmosen 10 A

Address line 2:

*City: Herlev
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*State: (Not Applicable)

Province:

*Country: Denmark

Postal Code: 2730

*Telephone: 004527202175

Important Information

Website Address: HTTPS://codingpirates.dk

Social Media Properties: Facebook, youtube, Instagram

Evidence of Charitable Status: Gældende-vedtægter-Coding-Pirates.pdf

*Board of Directors and Key Officers: Martin Exner (chairman)

Magnus Toftdal Lund (cashier)

Louise Overgaard (vice chairman)

Jari Due Jessen

Lis Zacho

Dorte Rasmussen

Rikke Toft Nørgaard

Anders Hjortskov Larsen

Bank Name: Nykredit

Annual Financial Statements:

If you do not have audited financial statements, please
explain why.:

*What is your organization's annual operating budget?: $70,000.00

Organization Annual Operating Budget:

*How many fulltime employees are employed at your
organization?:

3

Communities Served

*What is your organization's mission or purpose?: Coding Pirates mission is to spread it-creativity, digital literacy
skills and programming skills to kids in Denmark. We do so
through problem-based workshops and events, based on
volounteer instructors and facilitators.

*What are the programs, activities, or services that your
organization provides?: We arrange our weekly Coding Pirates 46 clubs around the

country. In a club, for two hours, about 30 kids aged 7-17 and
about 10 volounteers create, innovate, code and construct all sort
of inventions - from designing robots, coding games and making
electronic gadgets.

We also arrange the annual Coding Pirates Game Jam. Here 150
kids participate in this 24-hour competition in groups.

Furthermore we arrange Coding Pirates Hackathons every 3
month, for kids to create it-constructions in an unformalized
atmosphere.

We also make a special tour during Code Week (week 50) every
year (official partner), visiting schools around the country and
taking over the class for the whole day teaching the kids to code.

Besides this we participate in all relevant seminars, festivals,
meetups, exhibitions around the country and now also around
Scandinavia and Eastern Europe.
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*How many youth does your organization broadly serve on
an annual basis?:

5975

*How many others (non-youth) does your organization
broadly serve on an annual basis?:

2000

*Type of Organization: NGO/ Nonprofit/ Charity/ Public Benefit Org•

If other Type of Organization is selected, please describe:

*Focus: Education and Workforce Training•

If other Focus is selected, please describe:

*Geographic Country/Region Served: --------Denmark•

Contacts

Request Contact

*Request Contact Name: Martin Exner

*Request Contact Email address: martin@codingpirates.dk

*Request Contact Telephone Number: 0045 27202175

Nonprofit Contact

*Donation Letter Recipient name: Martin Exner

*Donation Letter Recipient email address: martin@codingpirates.dk

Additional Information

*Will your grant request include software?: Yes

Software Donations:

License Manager name: Martin Exner

License Manager email address: martin@codingpirates.dk

License Manager Telephone Number: 0045 27202175

*Will your grant request include cash?: Yes

Proposed Youth Project

Project Details

Please disregard anything indicating FY16. Nonprofits do not see this externally, and it is needed for
internal Microsoft references.

*Select areas on which this project will focus. Please select
all that apply. (multi-select):

Exposure or Access•
Training and skill building•
Entrepreneurship•

*Project Title: IT-creativity to all

*Current Youth Situation: In Denmark, we have excellent opportunities for youth (and non-
youth): we have free education with $200-$1000 monthly welfare
support to students enrolled in secondary and tertiary educations,
low youth unemployment, high minimum wages (also for youth),
and a high degree of equality. This shows in education statistics:
99 % enrolls in a secondary education, 93 % completes a
secondary education, and 86 % completes a tertiary education
(i.e. vocational, bachelor or higher degree). It is common for youth
to have study relevant part time jobs while enrolled in tertiary
educations, which mean that youth has real work experience when
finishing their education. Denmark is below the OECD average
when it comes to enrollment in science and tech educations.
However, this year the application into tertiary tech educations
increased with 60 %.
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Currently, Denmark is facing some challenges. One is a growing
divide between center and periphery, where kids and youth in the
more rural areas in general are experiencing fewer options
economically, socially, and culturally than kids and youth in the
cities.

Another challenge is the response to the migration crisis, where
Denmark has been very conservative and closed. The public
debate on this matter is highly tense and divided as well, and the
opportunities for refugees are therefore also fewer.

In relation to computer science, we are experiencing a massive
demand for training of teachers, school visits, and similar. The
interest has grown enormously during the last two years (also
reflecting the 60 % increase in application to tech educations).
However, there is no national strategy for getting computer science
into the school curriculum.

*Purpose of the Proposed Project: The main purpose is to increase the access to Computer Science
training for kids, youth and teachers all over the country.

We would like to keep the application rate for STEM-educations
increasing, but also inspire them to become entrepreneurs,
especially focusing on underserved youth. We also consider it key
to include and increase access for girls and women into Computer
Science training. Our activities within the school system aims to
push Computer Science into the danish curriculum, which is our
main goal, although this goal is more long term.

We are also focusing on migrants and refugees, whom we see as
full of potential. This year, we have done computer science training
with a group of refugees in cooperation with Microsoft Denmark,
and we hope to continue this work. The computer science training
is part of a larger refugee employment project with KMD and
Microsoft.

*Quantifiable Goal of the Youth Project: This project will reach:

225 teachers as part of train the teacher

40 teachers (not part of a train the teacher event)

30 student teachers

30 teachers as part of the Silkeborg project

Total teachers: 325

Children, directly: 2.200-2.350

Children, indirectly: 5.625

Total reach: 8.150-8.300

Direct training is through school visits, events (HoC, conferences,
and more), and coding pirates clubs.

Indirect training is counted as children reached by teachers who
have received computer science training from Coding Pirates with
the purpose of introducing it to their classes.

Student teachers are part of a project, where we will introduce
them to computer science training while they are studying to
become teachers. We have not counted an indirect reach of
children, as most of these student teachers wont graduate and
start working within the year.
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*Provide details of the Measurement and Evaluation (M&E)
tools you will use to measure progress against the expected
outcomes you are targeting in the Measures and Outcomes

section.: All Coding Pirates events are subject to evalutation in the board
and in the volunteer groups. Knowledge from this evalutation is
shared throughout the organization to optimize future events.

At all events, attendance is registered, which is the key
measurement tool to ensure the numbers are met.

We do not measure the amount of underserved youth, but
estimate this according to demorgraphic statistics and volunteer
assessment. We are unable to measure the amount of
underserved youth exactly, as this undermines the inclusive nature
of our events. We do record the number of girls as part of
registering attendance.

*In a detailed narrative please describe how this Microsoft
donation will be used.: (1) The YouthSpark grant will be used to start 5 new Coding

Pirates clubs, as we see it as a priority to decrease the waitlist.
These clubs will specifically target underserved youth. This will
impact 175 children, and give them weekly training for as long as
they are a part of Coding Pirates.

Total, children: 175

Girls/women: 40 %

(2) 15 school visits with full day programming workshops.
Reaching 25 students + 10 teachers. School visits will target
underserved areas.

Total, children: 375

Total, teachers: 10

Girls/women: 50 %

(3) One Girls in ICT Day three hour workshop with 25 girls.

Total, children: 25

Girls/women: 100 %

(4) Two Children's IT Conferences with 150 children and youth at
each conference.

Total, children: 300

Girls/women: 33 %

(5) One Coding Pirates club started at a refugee center for kids
and youth. 25 participants.

Total, children: 25

Girls/women: 10-30 %

(6) 5 small hour of code events with 25 participants pr workshop. 1
big hour of code with 150-300 participants at Microsoft Denmark in
cooperation with the Municipality of Lyngby/Taarbaek.

Total, children: 275-425

Girls/women: 50 %

(7) 15 workshops for teachers. 15 participants at each workshop.
In total 225 participants. Each teacher has an indirect reach of 25
students meaning that 5625 students will be reached indirectly.

Total, teachers: 225

Total, indirect children: 5625
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Girls/women: 50 %

(8) The Metropol-project: one Coding Pirates club will be
established at a teaching college. The object is to train the
teachers in CS by letting them run a Coding Pirates club.
Throughout the year, 15 different groups of 25 children will be
attending the club. The trainers are students from the teacher
college. They are participating as a formal class.

Total, children: 375

Total, student teachers: 30

Teachers: 15

Girls/women: 50 %

(9) The Silkeborg-project: to introduce CS to teachers and train
teachers, 15 Coding Pirates clubs will be established in the
Municipality of Silkeborg. The object is to train the teacher and
empower them to take over the Coding Pirates clubs and thus
have computer science classes available at the schoools. Each
club will have 30 participants. Depending on the success of the
project, it will be expanded to all 27 schools in Silkeborg
municipality next year.

Total, children: 450

Total, teachers: 30

Girls/women: 50 %

(10) Coding Pirates Game Jam. As a returning event, we arrange
the Coding Pirates Game Jam. Over a weekend, 150-200 kids
attent the competition, simultaniously held in Copenhagen
(Microsoft, Lyngby), Aarhus and Aalborg. A professional jury
evaluates the kids projects and all kids recieve cool prizes.

Total, children: 200

Girls/women: 30 %

*Will computer science education and/or coding be a
component of the project or program that receives funding

from Microsoft? :

Yes

Please provide additional detail on the type and duration of
specific content, training or activities that will be included.  : The main activities are based on weekly club-events. The kids

attent the clubs two hours a week to work on contious and in depth
projects. The clubs are structured in five to six simultanious
workshops. Typically visual programming, game design, 3D,
robotics, advanced programming, electronics, ect., so there would
be something for everybody, type of learner, gender, and age
group. This ensures the quality of the activities.

This year we formalized our partnership with DigiPippi, an NGO
solely focussing on Girls in ICT, giving us a great opertunity to
make more gender specific events.

Coding Pirates Game Jam, Childrens IT-conference, Hour of Code,
Girls in ICT Day, and the school visits are previously held as part
of the YouthSpark grant 2015, and we will build, expand and
elaborate on the experiences from these, since they continue to be
in demand and fully booked.

In our recruitment of volunteers, we have focused on attracting
female volounteers and we are now almost at 50 % female
volunteers. We believe female role models will attract more female
participants to our events, so this is a key priority for us.
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Please describe the specific curriculum used, how it was
developed, and any local or national education or training

standards it is aligned to.: As part of previous Microsoft funding, we have developed
curriculum materials in KODU Game Lab, Small Basic and Project
Spark. On top of these, our volounteers keep developing new
curriculum as new technologies, themes and software reaches us.

At this moment, we have curriculum on:

KODU Game Lab, Project Spark, Small Basic, Scratch, LEGO
Mindstorms, C#, Java, JavaScript, Python, Minecraft, LittleBits,
Arduino, Codebugs, Coding Pirates Game, Ozobots, Blender and
HTML/CSS.

Since we have no national standards, we are hoping to influence
the development of these.

Briefly describe the role of your organization and all partners
in service delivery and program implementation for this

project/program.: Our partners within Microsoft (Edu, CELA and DX), institutional
partners (listed below), and municipalities (also listed below) will
be part of this YouthSpark project. The partner contribute with
coordination of school visits, student participants in events,
development of program content (Microsoft), and sponsorship of
venues for events and clubs.

Institutional partners:

- Libraries around Denmark (hosting weekly Coding Pirates clubs)

- Metropol (a danish teacher college) are integrating Coding
Pirates as a formal part of the education.

- University of Aarhus and University of Copenhagen.

Municipalities:

- Lyngby Taarbaek

- Silkeborg

As for our long term goal of getting Computer Science into the
Danish school curriculum, we are working with tech industry
associations and participating in boards and discussion groups.
See list of associations below:

Assosiations:

- Danish Industry Assosiation

- Danish IT Industry Assisiation

- Danish Association for Technical and Science professionals

We also work with other companies. Some sponsor our activities,
supply volunteers or provide venues for code clubs. These are
listed below. These are not part of the YouthSpark project.

Private partners:

- SAP

- CSC

- ATEA

- KMD

- Hitachi

- TDC

- Global Connect
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- NNIT

- HP

*Select the formats that will be used to deliver the services
being offered. (multi-select):

Classroom Training (instructor led)•

*What is the primary age group of the youth being served as
part of this project?:

6-11•
12-17•

(FY16) What percentage of the youth served as part of this
project are Female / Male?:

Female: 40%

Male: 60%

What percentage of the youth served as part of this project
are Female / Male / Other?:

Female %: 48

Male %: 52

Other %: 0

Additional details of youth gender percentages.: In Denmark, we have a very large public sector, and therefore a
very large care industry. This leads to a very gender divided job
market, where women mostly work in the public sector with
administration and care, and men mostly work in the private sector
with business and construction. Unfortunately, Denmark has one of
the world's most gender divided employment markets, and this is
also felt when it comes to attracting girls/women to the ICT
business. For this reason, we believe that 48 % is an excellent
result. We have purposely chosen to carry out the majority of
events in schools or with teachers, because we can maximize the
number of girls here with 50 % girls.

For our other events, we target 30 % participation for girls. In
Denmark, it is very controversial to use gender quotas, so this is
not possible for us. Instead, we try to personally encourage girls to
participate in events and help with sign ups. We also recruit female
volunteers to help with this purpose.

(FY16) What percentage of the youth served as a part of this
project are considered low income or 'underserved' as

defined in local context?:

20

What percentage of the youth served as a part of this project
are considered low income or 'underserved' as defined in

local context?:

35%

Additional details of youth served who are 'underserved'.: In Denmark, we have a very limited amount of children and youth
who can be considered underserved. This is due to our high
degree of social security and equality. As defined by Statistics
Denmark, less that 26.000 youth (less than 1 % of youth
population) can be considered underserved, and this is a broad
definition of underserved. These are spread out over the entire
country, which makes it hard to have events with high percentages
of underserved youth. Denmark does not have large ghettos, and
even in schools with high percentages of ethnic minorities or low
income families, no more than 50 % will be underserved (generally
speaking).

So, although this is very fortunate, it makes it impossible to reach
80 % underserved in Denmark. But, since we do target
underserved areas, we estimate that 35 % of the youth reached by
this project is underserved to some extend. Here, we are including
children with a diagnosis, ethnic minorities, low income families,
and children from peripheral areas.

We sincerely hope Microsoft will be sensitive of this regional
'challenge'.

Key steps toward achieving your goal.:

*Key step #1: - delegate to projectleaders
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- the initial steps with Metropol to make it running

- the initial steps and arrangements with refugeecamp to make it
running

- the initial steps with Silkeborg to make it running

*Key step #2: - Execute 50% of school- and teacher workshops in the spring of
2017

- Execute Hour of Code activities

- Execute the Coding Pirates Game Jam weekend

*Key step #3: - Execute 50% of school. and teacher workshops in the fall of 2017

- Girls in ICT day

- Execute the Childrens IT-conference

Budget and Timeline Details

*Project Budget Summary: Other Expenses - Subtotal: $10,000.00

Equipment - Subtotal: $15,200.00

Personnel - Subtotal (Other): $87,000.00

Travel - Subtotal (Other): $7,600.00

Facilities - Subtotal (Other): $159,650.00

Other Expenses - Subtotal (Other): $22,900.00

Personnel - Subtotal: $35,000.00

Equipment - Subtotal (Other): $4,570.00

Total: $341,920.00

*Project Budget Upload: Budget Youth Spark 2017_mlog.xlsx

Project Budget Other Information:

Project Timeline  :

Communications

*Describe how you plan to promote this project within your
community? : We have been using facebook as main promotion channel and

communication channel.

In terms of PR, we have been very succesful in getting our
activities in the local newspapers every time a new club emerges.
We are the go-to source for children and tech for the press, and we
have therefore been active both directly and indirectly in press and
national debate.

During 2015 and 2016, when working with Microsoft, we have
been challenged by the amount of PR we have been getting.
Meaning that Microsoft PR has have difficulties pitching stories
because we have been so much in the media. This is a
constructive challenge, which we will continue to work in this
project.

Upon approval of this grant, does your organization agree to
partner with Microsoft on any potential promotion of this

grant?: Martin Exner, chairman in Coding Pirates.

mail: martin@codingpirates.dk

Measures and Outcomes

Please disregard anything indicating FY16. Nonprofits do not see this externally, and it is needed for
internal Microsoft references.

*Primary outcome of the project: Education, Employment & Entrepreneurship
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Definitions

Participation

*P1 - How many youth will participate in computing in total
as a result of Microsoft funding? :

8150

P1a - Of the youth that participate in computing, what
percentage are Female / Male / Other? :

P1a - Female %: 48

P1a - Male %: 52

P1a - Other %: 0

P1b - Of the youth that participate in computing, what
percentage of the youth are considered 'underserved' as

defined in local context?:

35%

*P2 - How many unique opportunities (examples include:
events, activities, courses, classes, or the like) will your

organization make available for youth to access and
participate in computer science as a result of Microsoft

funding?:

70

*P3 - How many youth do you anticipate will participate in at
least one computer science opportunity provided by your

organization?:

4000

(FY16) P3a - Of the youth that participate, what percentage
are Female / Male? :

Female: 48%

Male: 52%

*(FY16) P3b - Of the youth that participate, what percentage
of the youth are considered 'underserved' as defined in local

context?:

35

*P4 - How many youth do you anticipate will participate in
two or more computer science opportunities provided by

your organization?:

500

P5 - Of the youth that participate in computer science
opportunities, what percentage of youth will have access to
computer science education for the first time as a result of

Microsoft funding?:

6500

P5a - Of the youth participating in computer science for the
first time, what percent are Female / Male / Other?:

P5a - Female %: 48

P5a - Male %: 52

P5a - Other %: 0

P6 - How many youth do you anticipate will participate in
introductory (basic) or intermediate technology skills

training opportunities (not including computer science)
provided by your organization?:

0

Completion

*C1 - How many youth do you anticipate will complete a
computer science education training or course?:

5250

(FY16) C1a - Of the youth that complete a training or course,
what percentage are Female / Male?:

Female: 48%

Male: 52%

C1a - Of the youth that complete a training or course, what
percentage are Female / Male / Other?:

C1a - Female %: 48

C1a - Male %: 52

C1a - Other %: 0
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(FY16) C1b - Of the youth that complete a training or course,
what percentage of the youth are considered 'underserved'

as defined in local context?:

35

C2 - What percent of youth do you anticipate will complete
two or more computer science trainings or courses during

the timeframe of the Microsoft grant?:

4000

*C3 - How many youth do you anticipate will complete an
introductory (basic) or intermediate technology skills

training or course (not including computer science) provided
by your organization? :

2000

(FY16) C4 - How many youth do you estimate will
successfully complete a relevant Microsoft Certification?:

0

Capacity Building

*CB1 - How many teachers or trainers do you anticipate will
complete a training or course and will then teach or train

youth in computer science as a result? :

300

CB2 - How many new computer science courses, trainings,
events, guest speakers, etc will be available for youth to

access and participate in as a result of having a teacher or
trainer who has completed a training or course to teach

computer science at your organization?:

275

Continued Education

Education, Employment & Entrepreneurship:

* E1 - How many youth do you anticipate will pursue
continued education and/or training beyond this project's

offerings as result of Microsoft funding?:

2000

* (FY16) E1a - What percent of youth who will pursue
additional education or training are Female/Male?:

Female: 30%

Male: 70%

* E1a - What percent of youth who will pursue additional
education or training are Female / Male / Other?:

* E1a - Female %: 40

* E1a - Male %: 60

* E1a - Other %: 0

* (FY16) E1b - What percent of youth will pursue additional
education or training that includes or requires computer

science skills?  :

40

Attain a Job

* J1 - How many youth do you anticipate will secure
employment as result of Microsoft funding?:

0

* (FY16) J1a - What percent of youth who will secure
employment are Female/Male?:

Female: 50%

Male: 50%

* J1a - What percent of youth who will secure employment
are Female / Male / Other?:

* J1a - Female %: 50

* J1a - Male %: 50

* J1a - Other %: 0

* J1b - What percent of youth will secure employment that
includes or requires computer science skills as a result of

the program receiving support from Microsoft? :

0

Start a New Venture
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* V1 - How many youth do you anticipate will establish or
strengthen a for-profit or non-profit venture as result of

Microsoft funding?:

500

* V1a - What percent of youth who will establish or
strengthen a for-profit or nonprofit venture are Female / Male

/ Other?:

* V1a - Female %: 50

* V1a - Male %: 50

* V1a - Other %: 0

* V1b - What percent of youth will establish or strengthen a
for-profit or nonprofit venture that includes or requires

computer science skills as a result of the program receiving
support from Microsoft? :

10

AP/IB Test:

* (FY16) AP1 - The Number of youth taking Advanced
Placement or International Baccalaureate (IB) computer

science exam.:

0

* (FY16) AP1a - What percent of youth who take the AP or IB
exam are Female?:

50

* (FY16) AP1b - What percent of youth who take the AP or IB
exam are Male?:

50

Requested Support

Cash Request

Requested Cash Amount: $60,200.00

Software Request

Important information about Operating Systems:

Total number of PCs (personal computers) currently in use
and/or to be purchased for use within one year for this

project?:

200

Total number of Mac computers currently in use and/or to be
purchased for use within one year for this project?:

50

Total number of servers currently in use and/or to be
purchased for use within one year for this project.:

0

For the servers listed above, how many physical processors
are there in total? (If SQL per Core is being requested, the

number of cores on the physical or virtual host.):

0

Total number of users utilizing the server product(s) being
requested?:

0

Provide any additional information about your computing
profile that would be important to this project.: We mostly rely on student's and volunteers' own computers for our

projects. We do, however, have a number of active volunteers who
have requested a donation of Office to use for their volunteer work.

Requested Software

Quantity Name/Description Cost Price List Price

50 Office Standard (021-07084) $0.00 $29,400.00

12 Office for Mac Standard (3YF-00097) $0.00 $7,056.00

Totals: $0.00 $36,456.00

Documents to Share:
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Internal Review

Eligible / Legal

*Did you complete the Eligibility Certification & Compliance
information on behalf of the nonprofit?:

No

Due Diligence

US Government Regulation Compliance Notes:

Anti-Corruption

*Did a Government Official communicate with Microsoft
concerning the requested donation?:

No

*Is the recipient a government institution or agency (for
example, a public hospital)?:

No

*Has anyone stated or implied that Microsoft will suffer
adverse government action if the requested donation is not

made or receive some sort of benefit if the donation is
made?:

Yes

*Do you have any reason to question whether some or all of
the requested donation will be diverted for an improper

purpose, such as to benefit a government official
personally?:

No

*Is the donation part of an exchange of favors with a
Government Official, even if the recipient organization is an

eligible charity?:

No

*Is the requested donation consistent with the policies set
forth in the Anti-Corruption Policy?:

Yes

*Is the requested donation consistent with the policies set
forth in the Conflict of Interest Policy?:

Yes

Microsoft Anti-Corruption & Conflict of Interest Policies
Supporting Documents:

Microsoft Anti-Corruption & Conflict of Interest Policies
Comments and Notes.:

Request Summary

*Geographic Region of owner: ----Western Europe(WE)

*Reporting Country: Denmark

Primary Outcome Confirmed by MSFT: Education, Employment & Entrepreneurship

*Grant Summary: This grant is an expansion of the 2016 YouthSpark grant to Coding
Pirates. Here, we have expanded the focus on teacher events,
increased the amount of events and trainings, and begun targeting
girls and underserved youth.

As Coding Pirates has noted in the application, it is extremely
challenging to reach 50 % girls and 80 % underserved due to
regional 'challenges' such as low amounts of underserved youth.
With this application we have come along way considering these
regional challenges.

In Denmark, we are seeing a real change in the discourse
regarding computer science. Both Microsoft and Coding Pirates
are experiencing a massive demand in computer science training.
Coding Pirates has expanded from 0 to 46 clubs in just two years,
and have several thousand kids on their waiting list. This grant will
try to meet some of the demand and keep the momentum going.
With growing demand, we can work for political change to include
computer science into national curriculum. Therefore, this grant is
crucial to strategic goals of Microsoft Denmark.
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Communication Plan: We have not created a communication plan, as we have good
experience with working on PR continuesly and as applicable. Both
Coding Pirates and Microsoft Denmark will utilize social media
channels to highlight the YouthSpark partnership and initiatives.
Besides this, we will work with Microsoft PR to pitch stories to local
and national media. Here, we will especially focus on HoC and the
two Children IT Conferences.

Coding Pirates and Microsoft Denmark has been used as sources
throughout the year regarding tech-stories and stories about the
need for skilled Labour. By continuing to work with Coding Pirates,
Microsoft Denmark is gaining brand value as the go-to tech
company in Denmark, when it comes to coding, programming and
tech for kids and youth.

Communication Plan upload:

Internal Comments About the Grant:

Additional Internal Documentation:

Donation Letter

Customized salutation for donation email:

Project Title updated text for donation email:

Should the donation email list a different Microsoft contact
person?:

*I have reviewed and corrected all necessary Errors,
Warnings, and/or Information items in the Order Validation

section.:

I agree•

To whom should the corporate check be sent? : Request Owner

Scan

Score Scanned Entity Match WatchList Name WatchList Detail

54% Martin Exner
(GrantSeeker Full
Name)

MARTINS DA CRUZ
SILVA, Rosa Maria E

Chiefs of State and Foreign
Cabinet Members

MARTINS DA CRUZ SILVA, Rosa
Maria E
Listing: MARTINS DA CRUZ SILVA,
Rosa Maria E - Individual
Address: Angola
Occupation: Min. of Culture

Last Scanned By:

Last Scanned Time: 08/31/2016 11:04:24 EST

Reason for scan: Submission for Approval

Scan results accepted: by Laura Draeby Carstens (System) on 08/31/2016 11:04:24 EST
Scan results automatically accepted by system based on previous acceptance by t-
laurac on 2016-08-31 05:48:34 EST

Order Fulfillment

Order Fulfillment #35640867

*Payee/Shipping Organization: Coding Pirates Denmark

*Payee/Shipping Address Line 1: Hækmosen 10 A

Payee/Shipping Address Line 2:

*Payee/Shipping City: Herlev

Payee/Shipping Province/Address Line 3:

Payee/Shipping State: (Not Applicable)

Payee/Shipping Postal Code: 2730

*Payee/Shipping Country: Denmark
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*Payee/Shipping Phone Number: 0045 27202175

*Payment ID: 35640867

*Payment Type: Product Donation

*Payment Status: Scheduled

*Budget: 2017 - 4. SOFTWARE/SOFTWARE - INTERNATIONAL DONATIONS

*Requested Ship Date: 10/16/2016

*Payment Amount: $7,056.00

Ship Date:

Budget Consumption: $0.00

Product #: 3YF-00097 (Office for Mac Standard)

Quantity: 12

Desired Payment Currency:

Desired Currency Amount:

The following are reference fields only; not needed for fulfillment.

Batch Number:

Fulfillment Date:

MS Inv. Number:

Payment Notes:

Shipping Date (for cash-corp checks):

MS Shipping Reference Number (for
cash-corp checks):

MS Purchase Order (PO) Number:

Order Fulfillment #35628505

*Payee/Shipping Organization: Coding Pirates Denmark

*Payee/Shipping Address Line 1: Hækmosen 10 A

Payee/Shipping Address Line 2:

*Payee/Shipping City: Herlev

Payee/Shipping Province/Address Line 3:

Payee/Shipping State: (Not Applicable)

Payee/Shipping Postal Code: 2730

*Payee/Shipping Country: Denmark

*Payee/Shipping Phone Number: 0045 27202175

*Payment ID: 35628505

*Payment Type: Product Donation

*Payment Status: Scheduled

*Budget: 2017 - 4. SOFTWARE/SOFTWARE - INTERNATIONAL DONATIONS

*Requested Ship Date: 10/16/2016

*Payment Amount: $29,400.00

Ship Date:

Budget Consumption: $0.00

Product #: 021-07084 (Office Standard)

Quantity: 50

Desired Payment Currency:

Desired Currency Amount:

The following are reference fields only; not needed for fulfillment.

Batch Number:
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Fulfillment Date:

MS Inv. Number:

Payment Notes:

Shipping Date (for cash-corp checks):

MS Shipping Reference Number (for
cash-corp checks):

MS Purchase Order (PO) Number:

Approval
Requested Amount: $96,656.00

Requested Cash: $60,200.00

Requested Product & Service Amount: $36,456.00

*Recommended Amount: $96,656.00

Recommended Cash Amount: $60,200.00

Recommended Product & Service
Amount:

$36,456.00

Prior Approved Grants: •2016 - Coding Pirates Denmark - $55,000.00

Request Status: Pending

Approval Step 1: Microsoft Owner Recommended

Performed By: Laura Draeby Carstens / Student Worker

Completed: 08/31/2016

Result: Approved

*I verify that this organization is eligible
to receive donations from Microsoft

Citizenship & Public Affairs.:

Yes

General Approval Comments: Coding Pirates is eligible to receive donations, as they are nonprofit and non-
governmental, and have a purpose in line with Microsoft guidelines.

This grant is crucial to Microsoft Denmark's philanthropies plan and push to have
computer science included in national school curriculum. Coding Pirates is an
outstanding partner for YouthSpark, and we are happy to benefit from their large
network and skills.

Approval Step 2: @Field Rep 2 - WE

Performed By:

Completed:

Result:

Additional Informative Comments:

Approval Step 3: @Field Rep 3 - WE

Performed By:

Completed:

Result:

*Please indicate your approval of this
grant as it is written and provide brief

supporting comments on the importance
of this grant at the regional level.:

Approval Step 4: @Kelli Gabbert

Performed By:

Completed:

Result:
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Additional Informative Comments:

Approval Step 5: @Russell Wagstaff Approval

Performed By:

Completed:

Result:

Additional Informative Comments:

Approval Step 6: @Yvonne Thomas Approval Final

Performed By:

Completed:

Result:

Additional Informative Comments:


